MATER_the Materials Library
Bucharest (Romania), 2017

CATEGORY: EQUIPMENT
CITY: Bucharest
COUNTRY: Romania
BEGINNING OF THE PROJECT: 2016
BEGINNING OF WORK: 2017
END OF WORK: 2017
AREA: 1,020 m²
COST: 350,000 €
DEVELOPER: Nod makerspace
AUTHORS: Wofhouse Productions, Kinnarps Romania
COLLABORATORS:
Structural engineering: Alexandru Radu
Electrical and Sanitary engineering: Noa Projekt SRL
HVAC: Vest Clima Instal SRL
Fire detection systems: Krenic SRL
Fire safety authorisation: Andreea Damian/Krautz Design
Graphic design: Irina Mateescu

Key to photographs:
1. The Materials Library
2. One reading the material samples
3. The Materials Library used as a lecture area
4. The Materials Library used for a Design Christmas Fair
5. The Co-Working Area
6. The Co-Working Cafeteria
7. The Meeting Room
8. The Multifunctional Area hosting a designer’s lecture
9. The Mosaic made of coloured ceramics
10. The collective effort of mounting origami paper mosaic